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ANALYSIS
BASED ON THE DATA 
PROVIDED, WHAT 

HAPPENED TO THE US 
ECONOMY DURING THE 

ROARING 
TWENTIES?



RECIPE FOR THE

New technologies led to increased wages

lower income tax rates meant more 
income for american consumers to spend

increased productivity meant more 
products for consumers

higher tariffs on imports led to 
increased profits for american firms

20S
ECONOMIC

BOOM

easily available credit allowed 
consumers to spend beyond their means



AMERICAN SPENDING SPREE
1920s America was flush w/ income 

and Americans were eager to spend

As electricity spread, consumers 

bought up home electrical appliances

they mostly bought newly innovated goods 
that made life easier

electric refrigerators, washers, and stoves 
made life easier, gave Americans leisure time
mass production techniques made these goods 
more readily available and drove down prices

Electric appliances were common in 

urban and suburban homes, but most 

rural homes still lacked electricity



the birth of advertising
The flood of new goods in the market 

and consumerism fed the ad industry

Ads increased consumer demand for 

and informed buyers of new goods

the advertisement industry itself made huge 
profits selling ads and consulting firms

ads appealed to people’s desire for youth, 
wealth, and beauty, and played on fears
ads convinced buyers that luxuries were 
necessities, and brand names became familiar

Slogans like “Say it with flowers” and 

“Reach for a Lucky instead of a 

sweet” influenced buyer’s spending



THE DECADE OF THE CAR
The car changed America

Henry Ford employs his assembly 

line in Ford car plants nationwide

the assembly line standardized car production, 
making it faster and cheaper to produce cars
this technology spread to other industries, 
making all goods cheaper and more abundant

#1 FORD’S ASSEMBLY LINE

forever!

Paved roads, interstate routes, new 

towns and businesses along routes 

even new homes were built with garages, 
carports, and driveways to accommodate cars

this technology spread to other industries, 
making all goods cheaper and more abundant

#2 AMERICAN LANDSCAPE



By October 31, 1925, Ford plants produced 9,109 new 
Model-Ts.  That translates to one for every 10 seconds 
of the working day.  With this kind of efficiency, Ford was 

able to lower the price from $850 in 1908 to $300 by 1926.



THE DECADE OF THE CAR

Highways caused cities to expand 

outward and the suburbs flourished

workers moved out of the city and drove 
into work, getting away from overcrowding
rural families gained mobility, markets were 
connected faster, travel became independent

#3 URBAN SPRAWL

The car boom led to a boom in the 

steel, rubber, glass, & oil industries

this technology spread to other industries, 
making all goods cheaper and more abundant

#4 INDUSTRIES FLOURISH

Cities that produced cars exploded, 

like Pontiac MI, Flint MI, and Detroit



BUT WAIT! THE US WAS ONLY EXPERIENCING
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there were TWO signs that times were perhaps 
not as prosperous as they appeared!



To keep pace w/ consumerism, 

Americans borrowed money to spend

Installment plans advertised a “Buy 

now, Pay Later” approach

despite increased wages, most consumers 
spent beyond their means to fuel consumerism

buyers could put a small portion down and 
pay back loans over time at low interest
credit attracted consumers b/c they could 
enjoy their goods w/o waiting to pay it off

Fundamentally, it was a weakness b/c 

most consumers spent w/o regard to 

how to pay back credit in the future

buying goods on credit



As corporations merged and earned 

massive profits, others declined

Farmers struggled the w/ post-war 

surplus of crops & cheap crop prices

key American industries like iron and railroads 
struggled to survive and took losses

they grew more crops than we could consume 
& struggled to bring in revenue to pay loans

Additionally, the decadence of the 

rich masked the growing income gap

economic inequalities

the number of poor Americans grew, as top 
income grew faster than workers income
while the rich played, the poor starved


